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engine colloidal motors with two-lobed bubble erupting may
mimic their motion and become a new kind of driving mode of
artiﬁcial micro/nanomotors. However, to our best knowledge,
bubble-pair propelled synthetic colloidal motors have been not
reported yet.
In this work, we demonstrated the ﬁrst example of a
dumbbell-shaped hollow manganese dioxide (MnO2) colloidal
kayaker propelled by oxygen bubble pair. The hollow MnO2
colloidal kayaker could catalytically decompose hydrogen
peroxide fuel to oxygen. Because of its dumbbell-shaped
geometry, two breathing oxygen bubbles generated on the
waist of the particle which either grows synchronously or
asynchronously to propel the motor to move in ﬂuid. We
proposed a physical model based on detailed analysis and
statistics of the bubble growth and release process, which is in
agreement with the experimental observation.
The dumbbell-shaped hollow MnO2 colloidal kayakers were
synthesized by hydrothermal synthesis method according to a
previously report method.38 Brieﬂy, as illustrated in Figure S1,
the manganese carbonate dumbbell precursor was ﬁrst
prepared by mixing manganese chloride, sodium citrate and
ammonium hydroxide and heat for 2 h at 160 °C. After the
resulting precursor was preoxidized and treated by hydrochloric acid, the dumbbell-shaped hollow MnO2 colloidal
particles were obtained. The details were described in the
Supporting Information. The scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image in Figure 1a shows that the length of MnO2
colloidal kayaker is about 10 μm and a cross-sectional diameter
of about 2 μm. The inset image of a cracked colloidal kayaker
obviously displays the hollow bells. The transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) image in Figure 1b further conﬁrms the
hollow structure of as-prepared colloidal kayakers. The X-ray
diﬀraction (XRD, Figure S2) shows that the as-prepared
colloidal kayakers were composed of hexagonal MnO2. Timelapse optical images in Figure 1c, captured from Video S1),
show that the colloidal kayaker could move at a speed of 22
μm/s in 10% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution under a
bubble pair propulsion. The two ﬂapping bubbles act as
paddles for swimming in ﬂuid, which grow at the two growing
points oppositely distributed above the waist of colloidal
kayaker. Furthermore, the motion video of multiple motors
(Video S3) and analysis (Figure S3) display that more than
70% colloidal motors propelled by a pair of breathing oxygen

ABSTRACT: We report a hollow dumbbell-shaped
manganese dioxide (MnO2) colloidal kayaker capable of
converting a pair of breathing oxygen bubbles into selfpropelled movement. The bubble pair generated by
catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide fuel grew
either synchronously or asynchronously, driving the
colloidal kayaker to move along a ﬂuctuating circle. The
synchronous or asynchronous breathing mode of bubble
pair is governed by the asymmetric catalytic sites of the
colloidal kayakers. This imbalanced distribution of bubble
propulsion force generates the driving force and the
centripetal force on the colloidal kayaker. The dynamics of
colloidal kayakers is well-described by the overdamped
Langevin equation and ﬂuid ﬁeld simulation. Such bubblepair propelled colloidal kayakers could advance applications of catalytic nanomotors, oﬀering eﬀective implementation for diverse tasks for a wide range of practical
applications.

C

olloidal motors are micro- or nanosized machines that
can perform complex tasks while being self-propelled in
ﬂuids such as cargo loading/unloading and transport,1−4
medical imaging,5 environmental remediation,6 sensing7 as
well as micro/nano assembly and fabrication.8,9 In particular,
remarkable advances have been made in the development of
chemically powered colloidal motors, including Janus microparticles,10−15 asymmetrical tubular microengines,16−18 bimetallic catalytic nanorods,19 nanowires,20 metal−organic frameworks21,22 and biomimetic microrobotics,23−25 which can
convert locally supplied chemical fuels into movement along
with precise speed regulation and spatial motion control.26,27
The motion of these active colloidal motors is mainly
attributed to three propulsion mechanisms: self-electrophoresis,28 self-diﬀusiophoresis,29 and bubble propulsion.30,31
Among them, single bubble propelled Janus motors and
microjets that releasing a macroscopic bubble train provides
the driving force for motor movement have been widespread
reported in the past decade and the detailed mechanism of
motion has been reported previously.32−36 Single bubble
propelled motors mimic the movement of some biological
systems at low Reynold number condition, for instance,
cyanobacteria blue-green algae swim by extruding the slime
through nozzle-like organelles.37 Also, two-engine mode
motion in nature (e.g., penguin) exists widely, and thus two© 2018 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of the dumbbell-shaped
manganese dioxide colloidal kayakers. The inset image displayed their
hollow interior. (c) Time-lapse optical images of a dumbbell-shaped
colloidal kayaker moving at 10% H2O2.

bubble pairs, suggesting that bubble propelled colloidal kayaker
is a common existence in our dumbbell-shaped hollow MnO2
colloidal motors. Obviously, this movement mode is
completely diﬀerent from those single bubble driven motors.21
To better explore the propulsion dynamics of oxygen
bubbles pair, we recorded the trajectory of colloidal kayakers in
a relatively low concentration of H2O2 (5%) (Figure 2a,b and
Video S2) so that the detailed evolution process of the bubble
pair could be captured. For the synchronously breathing
bubble pair, the average radius of the circular trajectory is
about 15 μm (Figure 2a). For the asynchronously growing
bubble pair, the average radius of the circular trajectory is
about 12.5 μm (Figure 2b). It suggests that the asynchronous
motion draws a smaller circle than that of the synchronous
motion, in agreement with the statistics on circle diameter
(Figure S4a,b). The measured average speed of this colloidal
kayaker for the asynchronous and synchronous modes is 9.1
and 6.67 μm/s, respectively, which is identical with the
statistical results (Figure S4c,d). It suggests that two
asynchronously growing bubbles drive the colloidal kayaker
to move faster than that of two synchronously growing
bubbles. In the synchronous mode, the maximum diameter for
each oxygen bubble to detach from the colloidal kayaker is
about 4.43 μm (Figure 2c), which is obviously smaller than
that of the asynchronous mode, i.e., 5.67 μm (Figure 2d). This
phenomenon can be understood by mass conservation.
Because the as-generated oxygen around the colloidal kayaker
is roughly constant, one bubble thus collects more oxygen
molecules to reach a bigger diameter, but the other bubble
would gather less. In contrast, two bubbles in the synchronous
mode accumulate the equal amount of oxygen molecules
instantaneously. The measured periodicity of lifetime of the big
bubbles in the asynchronous mode is 2.94 fps, whereas 3.12 fps
in the synchronous mode (Figure 2c,d). Obviously, the radius
of two growing bubbles in both the synchronous and
asynchronous modes oscillated like a sawtooth wave.
Consequently, the measured instantaneous speed curve
shows a sharp peak at the instance of each bubble release
(Figure 2e,f).
The reaction force on the bubble passes the bubble center
and points toward the bubble growing point (indicated by the
red arrow in Figure 3a). The reaction force has nonzero
projections both to the tangential axis (long axis) and radial

Figure 2. (a) Trajectory of a colloidal kayaker under propulsion of
two synchronously growing bubbles. (b) Trajectory of the colloidal
kayaker under the propulsion of two asynchronously growing bubbles.
(c) Measured oscillating diameters of the two synchronously growing
bubble. (d) Instantaneous bubble diameters of two asynchronously
growing bubbles. Black data represents the bubble 1, red data
represents bubble 2. The insets show the optical images of the two
bubble growth mode. (e) Measured tangential speed of colloidal
kayaker center for the synchronously growing bubble pair. (f)
Measured speed of micromotor center for the asynchronous mode.

axis, which contributed the driving force and torque on the
colloidal kayaker, respectively. The driving force pushes the
colloidal kayaker to move forward, whereas the torque turns its
direction as it moves. The tangential speeds of colloidal
kayaker for the asynchronous and synchronous modes in
Figure 2 are 3.42 and 2.79 μm/s, respectively. The motion of
the colloidal kayaker is governed by a pair of stochastic
Langevin equations (more details, see Supporting Information,
Equations S1, S2). The two self-propulsion force components,
FL and FR, can be roughly quantiﬁed by Stokes’ formula, FL=
FR = 6πμRaVa, which describes the steady motion of a moving
bubble in water. The measured bubble growth velocity is Va =
14.4 μm/s (a bubble grows to the maximum diameter of 5.75
μm in 0.4 s). The angle between the left (right) force vector
and radial axis is θL = 18° (θR = 160°). Then the tangential and
radial driving forces are estimated as FT = 0.23 × 10−12 N and
FN = 0.4 × 10−14 N. Balancing the driving force and the viscous
friction, the self-propelled velocity along the long axis is
determined as VT = 6.1 μm/s, comparable to the abovementioned experimental result. Nevertheless, in the radial
direction the mean self-propelled velocity is VN = 0.08 μm/s,
which is much smaller than VT and thus ignored. Moreover,
with the position vector rL = 6.4 μm, rR = 8.4 μm and the
related orientation angle that are measured in experiments
(Figure 3b), the driving torque is estimated as T = FL × 6.4 ×
11903
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asynchronous case, the right big bubble was surrounded by a
bigger area with strong ﬂow than that around the small left
bubble (Figure 3e). So, the ﬂuid around the right bubble
applies a bigger pressure on the colloidal kayaker than the left
one. Once the right bubble detaches at its critical radius, the
pressure of the right bubble suddenly drops to zero, the
surrounding ﬂuid were pushed to the center of released bubble
by hydraulic pressure (Figure 3e, the right box). Then the left
small bubble induces a stronger reaction force of surroundings.
For the synchronous case, the ﬂow ﬁeld for growing bubble
and released bubble were similar to that of asynchronous case.
Most of the reaction force vectors canceled each other in the
direction perpendicularly to the long axis of the colloidal
kayaker (Figure 3f). Hence, the colloidal kayaker was pushed
forward in the direction along the long axis. Note that the fast
ﬂow near the surface of the colloidal kayaker is induced by the
narrow space between the contacting surface of bubbles and
the colloidal kayaker.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a dumbbell-shaped
manganese dioxide colloidal kayaker propelled by a pair of
oxygen bubbles generated by catalytic decomposition of
hydrogen peroxide fuel. We analyzed the bubble pair growth
mode and movement behaviors of the colloidal kayaker, and
developed a physical model based on bubble growth dynamic
and equation of motion for microparticles. Synchronous or
asynchronous bubble pair growing mode leads to apparent
diﬀerent behaviors. The two-growing sits of the bubble pair
behaves like a seesaw, as they are located at the two ending
point of the diameter in the radial cross section. Such bubblepair propelled colloidal kayakers oﬀer a new mechanism to
control the motion of colloidal particles, and thus, are
promising for far-reaching implications in nanomachinery,
biomedicine, cargo targeted transport, and chemical sensing.

Figure 3. (a) Two sites for bubble growth and the angles for two
propulsion force vectors according to the video in supplementary at
0.02 s. The yellow arrows represent the position vector from “O” (the
mass center). The red vector represents the left (FL) and right force
vectors (FR). The two angles are denoted by “θL” and “θR”. (b)
Tangential vector of velocity along a recorded trajectory. (c)
Measured angular velocity based on the recorded colloidal kayaker
trajectory. (d) Velocity of impurities suspended in the ﬂuid during
bubble growth. Two static points attached to the substrate are chosen
as reference point. The black arrow indicates the displacement vectors
of these impurity particles. (e) Simulated velocity ﬁeld (dark vectors)
and pressure (rainbow colors) around the asynchronously growing
bubble pair (the orange ball) for three diﬀerent stages: the generation
of small bubble (the left), the growing bubble (the middle), and the
explosion of bubble (the right). The length of the black arrow is
proportional to the magnitude of velocity of liquid ﬂow. (f) Flow ﬁeld
and pressure distribution around the synchronously growing bubble
pair for the three diﬀerent stages.
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Motion of a micro-dumbbell manganese dioxide
colloidal kayaker at 10% H2O2 (AVI)
Circular motion of a micro-dumbbell colloidal kayaker
with synchronously or asynchronously growing bubble
pair at 5% H2O2 (AVI)
Self-propelled motion of colloidal kayakers at 10% H2O2
(AVI)
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sin(112°) − FR × 8.4 × sin (93°) = −0.85 × 10 N·m. Here,
the clockwise is deﬁned as positive direction. As a
consequence, the computed angular speed is about ω = 34°/
s This theoretical angular velocity is slightly higher than the
ﬂuctuating experiment value of angular velocity, ω = 10−31°/s
(Figure 3b,c). This small mismatch is most likely due to the
bubble size ﬂuctuations caused by oxygen molecules. The
orbital radius in a circular motion is VT/ω = 9.1 μm, which is
consistent with the above experimental measurement. Note
that the ﬂuctuating bubble growth speed results in a constantly
ﬂuctuating velocity of the colloidal kayaker and also a timevarying angular velocity.
Time-lapsed images in Figure 3d clearly reveal that at the
instantaneous detachment of the right bubble, t = 0.56 s, the
impurities were attracted to the bubble growing position by the
ﬂuid ﬂow, and the colloidal kayaker suddenly jumped over a
short distance to the right side of tangential vector. When the
right bubble began to grow bigger from a baby bubble, at t =
0.61 s, the impurity particles were pushed away from the
colloidal kayaker, and the colloidal kayaker was pushed to the
left side of tangential vector.
The ﬂow ﬁeld was simulated by using the ﬂuid dynamics to
quantify the distribution of pressure (Figure 3e,f). For the
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